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Introduction

Reactor safety equipments have traditional structures and

their design is quite conservative. However, the computer

technique in this field also begins to break in because this

technique offers several advantages as:

- very compact construction/

- easy change of the logic,

- simple realization of different self-testing methods,

- extreme high reliability,

- event logging after shut-down.

Due to the above reasons microprocessor based reactor protec-

tion systems have been developed in different countries[l,2,3

4,5j . In the Central Research Institute for Physics, Budapest

several safety systems were developed for different reactors

and critical assemblies in the last 20 years [$"\ , and last

year the development of a microprocessor based reactor pro-

tection system called COMPRESS / COMPuterized REactor Safety

SJystem/ started. It is planned to be used after the reconstruc-

tion of the 5 MW research reactor of the Institute. This sum-

mer COMPRESS-1, the first version of the system, begun to

operate parallel to the actively operating hardwired protec-

tion system in open-loop. The paper describes the structure of

this protection system.

Basic requirements

Since COMPRESS is a reactor protection system its main func-

tion is to break the current of the safety rod magnets when a

safety violation is detected. Moreover, it provides three

additional services as follows:

- safety interlocking,

- signalization in the control room,

- event recording after shut-down.

Safety interlocking means that COMPRESS inhibits the rod move-

ment until the proper conditions are not met. For this reasoi.

relatively large amount of digital data are measured /state of
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different safety amplifiers, position of isolation chambers,

etc./ and displayed in the control room as signalization.

After a scram different safety limits are violated and it is

sometimes difficult to determine the primary cause of the ope-

ration of the reactor protection system. Since the primary

cause of the scram is very important, so the recording of the

events preceding and following the safety operation is also

needed. Naturally, the recorded events have to be printed out

immediately after the scram.

The main technical characteristics of the COMPRESS system is

presented in Table 1.

Number of safety inputs

Number of interlocking

Number of interlocking

Signalization outputs

Recorded inputs

Time resolution of the

Type of the protection

inputs

outputs

recording

output

32

56

16

32

64

10 msec

2/3 voter

Table 1.

Main technical characteristics

Block diagram of the system

COMPRESS is basically divided into two parts as

- event recording subsystem

- protection and interlocking subsystem.

The block diagram of the system is presented in Fig.l.

The safety input lines are received by an optoisolator unit

which prevents the error propagation from one unit to the

others. The safety function is evaluated by three independent
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Fig.l. Block diagram of the COMPRESS system
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programmed logic controllers /PLC/ whose safety outputs are

connected to two 2-out-of-3 voters.

The inputs of the voters are connected parallel but their out-

puts form a serial circuit thus any of them can break the

current of the safety rod magnet if two evaluating PLC units

vote for a scram. The voters are automatically modified into

l-out-of-2 logic if any of the three PLC units is .-nope rating.

The interlocking inputs are connected in parallel to two PLC

units which drive the interlocking output relays and the signa-

lization tableau of the system. Again, any of the two units

can be switched off without interrupting the operation of the

interlocking subsystem.

All of the input lines are scanned by the event recording

subsystem, which stores the events /i.e. the change of the

input states/ into a cyclic buffer. Event recording continues

until one second after a scram, then the content of the cyclic

buffer is frozen and it can be printed out by a matrix printer.

The printing is initiated by pushbuttons, and it can be repea-

ted at any time.

The system contains an independent self-testing unit as well,

which periodically checks the correct operation of the three

PLC units and it switches off a PLC unit if it does not operate

properly. The self-testing operates only when all of the three

evaluating PLC units are switched on. This unit also checks

the correct work of the 2/3 voter and the self-testing unit

interrupts the current of the rod magnet, if the voter fails.

Operation

Since the reactor protection in this system is done by digital

computes and their operation is basically sequential thus the

used computers must be fast enough. The PLC units scan their

inputs and evaluate the safety function and the interlocking

relations every 3 milliseconds. The Boolean-algebraic relations
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of the PLC units are stored in 1 Kbyte large EPROM memories.

These memories can be reprograiraned if a new logical relation-

ship is needed. At present only 1/4 of the available memory

is used. The cycle time of the PLC units does not depend on

the content of their memories, thus it will not be modified

until 1 Kbyte is enough.

The correct operation of the evaluating PLC units is tested by

the fourth PLC : this is the self-testing unit. This unit ge-

nerates a test pattern for one of the three evaluating PLC

units. Because one safety signal car» not propagate through the

2/3 voter, this testing does not affect the rod magnet. The

self-testing unit checks whether the safety signal appears

at the output of the tested PLC unit, if not, the PLC unit is

regarded as wrong and it is switched off, moreover an alarm

signal is generated on the error indicator. The cycle time of

the self-testing is 500 msec, and length of the test pulse is

about 30 msec.

The operation of the event recording is slower than that of

the safety function evaluation, because this is a much more

complicated program. The event recorder microprocessor scans

the inputs every 10 msec. In each scanning period

the present state is compared to the previous one, and if it

is different, the new state with the actual time is stored in

a cyclic buffer. In this buffer the oldest event is overwritten

with the new event. The capacity of the buffer is about 300

items. When a scram is initiated, the content of the event

buffer is printed out in the form of simple Hungarian senten-

ces. The event log printing can be initiated at any time by

the operator as well.

Construction

In the COMPRESS system normal serial production computers are

used: the event recording is carried out by a Z-80 based pro-

cess control terminal, the Boolean-algebraic relations are

«2A9
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evaluated by programmed logic controllers.These equipments

are severly tested before being built into the system. The

optoisolator unit and 2/3 voter are realized on Eurocard-size

modules and they are mounted in one rack. The whole system

forms a 2 m high cabinet. The lay-out of the COMPRESS system

is presented in Fig.2. At the top of the cabinet the signa-

lization tableau and some pushbuttons of the event recording

subsystem are located. The event recording microcomputer and

the programmed logic controllers are also built into stan-

dardized 19" high racks and every input/output signal is dis-

played on the front panel by LED indicators. There are two

power supply units at the bottom of the cabinet. The whole

system operates with a single +24V voltage and only one power

supply unit is enough to maintain the operation.

Present state and further development

The first COMPRESS system was completed this summer and it was

connected parallel to the operating safety system of the 5MW

research reactor of our Institute. Each input line of the

COMPRESS system is isolated from the corresponding input of

the old one. The system operates at present in open loop, i.e.

it does not initiate a scram. During a year this system is

planned to operate parallel with the old hardwired protection

system; its operation is registered and compared to the opera-

ting equipment. In this experimental year the second version

is to be developed in which the experiences gained during the

operation of the first version will be built . The photo of

the first COMPRESS version is presented in Fig.3.
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F i g . 3 . Pho to of COMPRESS-1.
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